Animal Psychology - Its Nature and Its Problems

Written by J. A. Bierens de Haan, this book
contains a concise yet comprehensive
investigation into the topic of animal
psychology. This fascinating treatise is
based on the idea that all animal behaviour
is a result of instinct alone, and that
singular experiences accrued during the
lifetime of an animal might influence these
instincts. Contents include: The Problem of
Animal Psychology, The Problem of
Animal Instinct, Learning the Problem of
Animal Intelligence, The Problem of
Animal Understanding, The Problem of
Animal Ideation, The Problem of the
Animals World, etcetera.
Johannes
Abraham Bierens de Haan (1883 - 1958),
was a Dutch biologist and ethologist, born
in Haarlem in North Holland. Many
vintage texts such as this are increasingly
hard to come by and expensive, and it is
with this in mind that we are republishing
this book now, in an affordable, modern,
high-quality edition. It comes complete
with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.

Originally published in 1948, the author follows the idea that the instincts are the spring and basis of all animal
behaviour (with the exception perhaps of play),Dog behavior is the internally coordinated responses of individuals or
groups of domestic dogs .. Separation problems have been found to be linked to the dogs dependency on its owner, not
because of disobedience. These gene variations were unlikely to have been the result of natural evolution, and indicate
selectionBuy Animal psychology: Its nature and its problems on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Originally
published in 1948, the author follows the idea that the instincts are the spring and basis of all animal behaviour (with the
exceptionIn 7 chapters the problems of instinct, learning, intelligence, understanding, ideation and the animals world are
considered. The author rejects the physiologicalsake and, second, for the light which a study of their nature throws upon
the problems of human psychology. Among the latest of these contributors is Prof.Animal Psychology - Its Nature and
Its Problems (paperback). Dit product is Als nieuw.Animal Psychology: Its Nature and Its Problems. Front Cover. J.A.
Bierens de Haan. Taylor & Francis, 2018 - Electronic books.get this from a library animal psychology its nature and its
problems j a bierens de haan animal psychology its nature and its problems psychology libraryIts Nature and its
Problems J.A. Bierens de Haan. gave to the word instinct a psychological meaning. We will hold to this psychological
meaning of the word.Animal psychology: its nature and its problems. Front Cover. Johan Abraham Bierens de Haan.
Hutchinsons University Library, 1946 - Animal intelligence - 160 Originally published in 1948, the author follows the
idea that the instincts are the spring and basis of all animal behaviour (with the exceptionBuy Animal Psychology - Its
Nature and Its Problems on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders.
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